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California’s federal courts are prioritizing moving through criminal backlogs as they begin opening for in-person proceedings, but there are still pathways to bringing a civil case to trial in the ...
California Judges Reveal Fast Track for Civil Trials as Federal Courts Begin to Reopen
A federal judge is weighing whether Pacific Gas & Electric violated its criminal probation by sparking a wildfire north of San Francisco that destroyed more than 100 homes and injured six ...
Judge weighs whether PG&E violated probation by sparking Kincade Fire; utility facing charges
By David M. Greenwald , CA - In March, the California Supreme Court came down with a landmark decision that will change the way trial courts handle bail. “The common practice of conditionin ...
Judges Uncertain How To Handle New Humphrey Decision, Many Are Simply Treating Cases As No-Bail Cases in Contrast To Explicit Court Ruling
In the Silicon Valley last month, an insurance adjuster provided the court an embarrassing hot mic moment. Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Roberta Hayashi was seating jurors around her ...
Hot mic in courtroom captures insurance adjuster calling judge an idiot
The federal judge overseeing PG&E's criminal proceedings expressed his displeasure with the utility company in an unusual fashion: he made his proposal a recommendation -- not a mandatory order.
Judge Stops Short In Requiring PG&E To Consider Vegetation Risks For Power Shutoff Decisions
The presiding judge of Los Angeles County's court system issued an order Thursday authorizing a new set of emergency continuances in criminal cases as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Presiding Judge Extends Deadlines For LA Criminal Trials
A federal appeals court decided that delaying trials for criminal defendants because of the pandemic did not violate their rights ...
U.S. court upholds COVID-19 delays in criminal trials, citing half a million lives lost
The pandemic was just bearing down on Italy when the trial began of two young American men, charged with the murder of an Italian police officer near their hotel while they were on vacation in ...
2 California men charged with murder of Italian police officer await their fate as trial comes to an end
The imprisoned Hollywood mogul appeared virtually at a court hearing in upstate New York after being indicted in California on sexual assault charges.
Harvey Weinstein Extradition to California Delayed
The federal judge overseeing PG&E's criminal proceedings expressed his displeasure with the utility company in an unusual fashion: he made his proposal a recommendation -- not a mandatory order -- and ...
Judge recommends, doesn't require, PG&E consideration of vegetation risks for power shutoff decisions
The pandemic was just bearing down on Italy when the trial began of two young American men, charged with the murder of an Italian police officer near their hotel while they were on vacation in ...
California men await their fate as murder trial nears end in Rome
It is necessary to recognize the timeline of the appealing process if you have an interest in appealing your criminal sentence. This procedure can take anywhere from a couple of months to a couple of ...
How Much Time Does a Criminal Appeal Take?
Hector 'El Guero' Palma Salazar, 80, will be released if no other court decides to bring charges against him for separate crimes in the next week. He has been held in Altiplano jail since 2016.
Drug baron who was El Chapo's right-hand man and founded feared Sinaloa cartel could be freed after Mexican judge absolves him of organised crime charges
The California Supreme Court is set to rule Monday on an automatic appeal in the case of a Santa Clarita woman who is on death row for murdering her four young daughters in an arson fire at the family ...
Ca. Supreme Court to Rule in Case of Mom Convicted of Killing Four Daughters
A man accusing Oscar-winning actor Kevin Spacey of sexually abusing him in the 1980s when he was 14 cannot proceed anonymously in court, a judge ruled Monday. U.S. District Judge Lewis A.
Judge orders Kevin Spacey accuser to reveal himself in suit
Hector 'El Guero' Palma Salazar, 80, will be released if no other court decides to bring charges against him for separate crimes in the next week. He has been held in Altiplano jail since 2016.
Drug baron who was El Chapo's right-hand man could be freed after judge absolves him of crimes
US District Judge Lewis A. Kaplan in Manhattan refused to let the man proceed only as "CD" in a lawsuit filed in September in New York state court and later moved to federal court. The man had met ...
Judge to Spacey accuser: identify yourself
A Las Vegas justice of the peace has agreed to resign, avoiding a scheduled trial on judicial ethics charges alleging she interfered with a police investigation ...
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